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“Climate Hustle” Movie Takes A Skeptical Look At Global Warming Just In Time For
Earth Day and UN Paris Agreement Signing
Marc Morano is available for interviews providing the other side of the climate debate
WHAT:
“Climate Hustle’s” Marc Morano is available for interviews to discuss the skeptical view of
global warming timed with Earth Day and the expected signing of the UN Paris Agreement by
the U.S. and other nations. These views are explored in the film “Climate Hustle” (in theaters
nationwide on May 2nd for a one-night showing) that reveals prominent scientists dissenting
on man-made global warming claims and highlights a comedy of failed “tipping points” and
claims regarding how just about any malady of society is now blamed on “global warming.”
You’ve heard the arguments in favor of global warming fears. Now “Climate Hustle” and Marc
Morano present the other side of the argument to give you the full story, revealing how even
some politically left scientists are reexamining the evidence and declaring themselves
skeptical.
‘Climate Hustle’ will hit theatres right after the Earth Day - April 22 - Paris UN Climate
Agreement will be signed by the Obama administration. The United States and China agreed to
become signatories to the agreement, just last month. Put forth at the UN Paris climate summit
in December 2015, the U.S. will be signing onto the agreement without Senate ratification. The
agreement is part of the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC)
and deals with emissions reduction and finance starting in the year 2020. A high-level ceremony
convened by UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon will take place in New York where
representatives from more than 120 countries are expected to sign the agreement.
On April 14, in advance of “Climate Hustle's” release, the skeptics took Washington, with a
Capitol Hill premiere of the film and high-profile panel discussion featuring Governor Sarah Palin,
Brent Bozell, Marc Morano and Dr. David Legates. The film has received enormous media buzz
in The New York Times, CNN, The Washington Post, Variety, ABCNews.com, NBCNews.com,
Yahoo! News, Entertainment Tonight’s “The Insider,” and more.
“Climate Hustle” will be in theatres nationwide on May 2 for a one-night engagement and is a
Fathom Event. For ticket and film info, visit www.climatehustle.com.
To view a link to the film’s trailer visit: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nXBzjBE9l5Q
To view a clip from the movie visit: https://app.box.com/s/tbzjfq0r5a7dicl6nn6g18bqo453bb73
WHEN:
Marc Morano is available for interviews this week, leading up to Earth Day and the signing of the
Paris Agreement on Friday, April 22, 2016 till May 2nd.

WHO
Marc Morano is one of the highest-profile voices of climate realism in the world today. He
currently serves as executive editor and chief correspondent for CFACT’s award
winning www.ClimateDepot.com, a news and information service he founded in 2009. He is a
frequent guest on radio and television talk in the U.S. and internationally, including CNN, Fox
News, the BBC, and Canada’s Sun TV, and has been profiled in the New York Times, Esquire and
more and also served as a reporter for the nationally syndicated “Rush Limbaugh, the Television
Show.” He also served as an investigative reporter for Cybercast News Service and as a reporter
and producer for the nationally syndicated television newsmagazine “American Investigator.” In
2000, his investigative television documentary “Amazon Rainforest: Clear-Cutting the Myths”
created an international firestorm. During his tenure as senior advisor, speechwriter, and
climate researcher for U.S. Senator James Inhofe (R-OK), he managed the communication
operations of the GOP side of the U.S. Senate Committee on Environment and Public Works.
WHERE:
Interviews available via phone, Skype, email or in-studio at times
Morano can answer questions such as:
 Can acts of the United Nations, Congress or the EPA alter the climate and weather?
 What is the real non-climate agenda behind the UN Paris Climate Agreement?
 Is Earth Day pushing a political and economic agenda?
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About Climate Hustle:
Climate Hustle presented by CFACT and CDR Communications, in partnership with Event Cinema
provider SpectiCast, will be seen nationwide in a one-night engagement in select cinemas that
debunks the myths and hype about man-made global warming in an informative and
entertaining style. The film examines the question of whether there is a genuine scientific
consensus about alleged man-made global warming and features more than 30 scientists and
experts.

About SpectiCast:
SpectiCast is one of the fastest growing producers, financiers, distributors and marketers of
Event Cinema worldwide. It has distributed over 400 programs to screens around the globe and
has brought original world class programming to audiences on nearly five thousand screens in
67 countries. It has distributed programs from some of the world’s most prestigious cultural
arts organizations and leading entertainment companies including the Opera de Paris, The
Vatican Museums, The Royal Albert Hall, The Salzburg Festival, The Paris Opera Ballet, the
Mariinsky Theatre, the British Museum, the Philadelphia Orchestra, Universal Music, Sony Music,
and EagleRock Entertainment - featuring works by Shakespeare and Shaw, Beethoven and Bach,
da Vinci and Dalì, Sondheim and Satriani - with performances by Mikhail Baryshnikov, Renée
Fleming, Christopher Plummer, Paul McCartney, Drake, Aerosmith and The Rolling Stones just to
name a few.
SpectiCast provides content rights holders with turnkey access to worldwide theatrical
distribution as well as all downstream digital platforms including DVD, VOD and Television.
SpectiCast is a privately owned and operated firm based in Philadelphia, PA. It also maintains
offices in Pittsburgh, PA, Mexico City, MX and London UK.
About Fathom Events:
Fathom Events is the event cinema distribution arm of AMC Entertainment Inc. (NYSE: AMC),
Cinemark Holdings, Inc. (NYSE: CNK) and Regal Entertainment Group (NYSE: RGC) (known
collectively as AC JV, LLC), the three largest movie theater circuits in the U.S., and is recognized
as the leading distributor of alternative content. It offers a variety of one-of-a-kind
entertainment events in movie theaters nationwide that include live, high-definition
performances of the Metropolitan Opera, dance and theatre productions such as the Bolshoi
Ballet and National Theatre Live’s Hamlet, sporting events like FS1 Presents USA v Mexico,
concerts with Roger Waters and One Direction, the TCM Presents classic film series and faithbased events such as The Drop Box and Four Blood Moons. Fathom Events also takes audiences
behind the scenes and offers unique extras including audience Q&As, backstage footage and
interviews with cast and crew, creating the ultimate VIP experience. In addition, Fathom Events’
live digital broadcast network (“DBN”) is the largest cinema broadcast network in North America,
bringing live and pre-recorded events to 875 locations in 179 Designated Market Areas®
(including all of the top 50). For more information, visit www.fathomevents.com.
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